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 Two researchers at the College 
of Pharmacy’s Center for Consumer 
Health Informatics Research are 
developing an app called Health 
eConnect, which gives users 
personalized health tips based on 
their level of physical activity, blood 
pressure, blood sugar and current 
medication list. 
 Kevin Clauson, associate 
professor at the College of 
Pharmacy and director of the 
center, and Zaher Hajar, research 
fellow at the college, have already 
developed a prototype of the app’s 
blood pressure measuring function. 
Along with three developers from 
Poland-based Techmind, they began 
developing this function in May as 
part of the Re-imagining Consumer 
Health With Windows 8 And 
HealthVault Challenge.
 In July, the team won fi rst 
place in the challenge. They’ll use 
the $10,000 prize to invest in the 
further development and promotion 
of the app.
 Hajar said the app’s future 
developments will allow users to 
measure their blood sugar, track 
their physical activity and download 
medication information from 
patient profi les maintained at major 
pharmacy chains like CVS.
 App users do not have to 
input information into the app; the 
app will wirelessly synchronize 
with Microsoft HealthVault, an 
online database that stores health 
Shepard Broad recognized as eighth 
best law school for Hispanics
By: Jodi Tandet
 HispanicBusiness, an online 
magazine, ranked NSU’s Shepard 
Broad Law Center the eighth best 
law school in the nation for Hispanics 
in its 2013 Annual Diversity Report, 
released Sept. 12. 
 Out of 829 total graduate 
students enrolled at Shepard in the 
2012-2013 school year, 191 were 
Hispanic — around 23 percent. Out 
of 57 full-time faculty members, fi ve 
were Hispanic — 8.8 percent.
 In addition to the percentage of 
Hispanic students, HispanicBusiness 
also took institutions’ efforts to 
attract and retain Hispanic students 
into consideration to determine 
the rankings.
 Assistant Director of Admissions 
Miguel Hernandez said that the 
college is proud of this accolade. 
  “It’s meaningful to us because 
it demonstrates that we’re a 
welcoming organization and that our 
students not only come from diverse 
backgrounds, but students from 
diverse backgrounds fi nd that this is 
a valuable place for them to learn,” 
he said.
 As for why NSU attracts a 
large Hispanic number of Hispanic 
applicants, Hernandez said, “To tell 
you the truth, I think it’s a regional 
thing. The geographic location has a 
lot to do with it.” 
 Though American University in 
Washington, D.C. took the no. 1 spot, 
four schools in HispanicBusiness’s 
top 10 are in Florida; Florida 
International University, the 
University of Miami and Florida 
State University came in second, 
third and fi fth, respectively. Of all 
the universities on the list, only FIU 
and the University of New Mexico 
outrank NSU in Hispanic graduate 
enrollment. Other schools on the list 
SEE LAW SCHOOL 2
SEE HEALTH APP 2
The blood pressure function of the Health eConnect app, created by two researchers at the College of 
Pharmacy. The app gives users tips to help them improve their health. 
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at Jobs and 
Internship Fair
By: Kevin Lichty
 NSU held its biannual 
Internship and Job Fair on Sep. 18 in 
the Arena at the Don Taft University 
Center, where students meet with 54 
employers from a broad spectrum of 
industries.
 Diane Klein, assistant director 
of employer relations in the Offi ce of 
Career Development, estimated that 
300 students attended the fair.  She 
said that business, accounting and 
SEE JOB FAIR 2
Students connect with potential employers at the jobs fair.
TAKEN BY M. MORTMAN
Miss America = 
cause for celebration, 
not racism
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made at the 
success fair
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information. The app will also be able 
to synchronize with wireless blood 
pressure cuffs and glucometers that 
are compatible with HealthVault.
 Health eConnect interprets the 
information from HealthVault in lay 
language and gives the users tips on 
how to improve their health.
 “The patient may read ‘130 mg/
dL blood sugar’ and not understand 
what this level means,” Hajar said. 
“Health eConnect would provide 
him with feedback about his recent 
health information and engaging 
tips on how to reach better health 
outcomes.”
 Clauson said the team wanted 
the app to build on the participatory 
medicine model of healthcare in 
which patients are actively involved 
in their healthcare.
 “We wanted to incorporate the 
personal health record function of 
Microsoft HealthVault so they can 
actually take advantage of the health 
information that they help generate,” 
Clauson said.
 Hajar said the team’s goal with 
the app is to engage patients as much 
as possible in the monitoring of any 
health conditions.
 “We’re hoping that the tips 
provided by the app, which are in 
lay language and are very patient-
focused, will change the behavior 
of the patient toward better health 
outcomes,” Hajar said.
 Clauson said, “All they have to 
do is measure [their blood pressure 
and blood glucose], and then the 
technology in our app, through 
HealthVault, will actually import the 
stream of data for them.”
 Because of its blood pressure, 
blood sugar and activity tracking 
functions, the app is targeted toward 
people with diabetes and high blood 
pressure. However, Hajar said the 
app can be used by anyone using 
medication or anyone wanting to 
track their blood pressure.
 Hajar said he and his colleagues 
were happy with their success at 
the challenge.
 “I’m grateful that NSU and 
the Center for Consumer Health 
Informatics Research at the College 
of Pharmacy created an environment 
that facilitated participation in 
such challenges,” Hajar said. “We 
know that the app is valuable and it 
may impact patients’ lives once it’s 
fully developed.”
 The app will be designed to be 
submitted to the Windows Store and 
used with Windows 8, a touch-based 
program used with tablets. The team 
is also considering adapting the app 
to other devices such as Android and 
iPhone in the future.
 The team is planning to deliver the 
app to the Windows Store by December. 
include Arizona State University, 
University of San Francisco and 
University of Texas at Austin. 
 Besides location, Hernandez 
thinks another important factor 
contributes to the strong Hispanic 
community at Shepard: the 
students themselves. 
 “I think the culture of the 
student body here is equally 
important because when we talk to 
students who come in here, from 
the admissions perspective, we 
tell them that there’s a culture of 
camaraderie here,” said Hernandez. 
“And, more importantly, that 
they’re going to engage with people 
that they may or may not have ever 
engaged or expected to engage with 
in their academic career or their 
professional career and to be open 
to those opportunities.”
 Rahysa Vargas, president of the 
Student Bar Association (SBA) and a 
third-year law student, sees Shepard 
as a very welcoming community for 
students of all backgrounds. 
 “I think that, being that we’re 
in South Florida, it’s a great place 
for diversity already,” she said. 
“But, most importantly, we cater to 
different international students and 
I think that welcomes students of all 
backgrounds. We fi nd ways to benefi t 
students of all backgrounds and of 
all interests.”
 Hernandez feels that the impact 
of Shepard’s diversity extends far 
beyond just current students.
 “It benefi ts the overall 
community. It benefi ts the alumni 
who interact with those students 
because ultimately, those students 
are going to become attorneys,” he 
said. “When you have people who are 
becoming attorneys from a variety 
of backgrounds, they only serve to 
expand the greater network that is 
the American Bar Association.”
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computer sciences were the most 
represented industries at the fair.
 “Overall, the businesses were 
very impressed with the Nova 
students,” Klein said.
 Allison Drapala, a sales and 
marketing intern who manned 
the table for MarineMax, thought 
the event was organized well and 
ran smoothly.  She especially 
appreciated the employer lounge 
where lunch was served and 
employers could step away from 
hectic pace of the jobs fair.
 “The lounge was very nice,” 
Allison said.  “It gave me a chance to 
get away for a few minutes.”
 While Drapala was impressed 
with many students, she said it 
is very important for prospective 
employees to research companies 
before meeting representatives, so 
that they can appear knowledgeable 
and ask appropriate questions. 
 “A lot of students didn’t look 
into the company beforehand.  It felt 
very unprofessional,” Drapala said.
 Phillips Williams, an NSU 
alumnus who graduated in May 
JOB FAIR from 1
with a bachelor’s in communication 
studies, found a lot of value in this 
advice.  Before attending the fair, he 
researched every company within his 
fi eld that was scheduled to attend the 
fair.  It paid off.
 “I’ve already got a good lead on 
a job, so this was a great opportunity 
for me,” Williams said.
 Anna James, a senior business 
management major, agreed.
 “I told all my friends, if you 
didn’t come, you missed out on a 
great opportunity,” James said.
 Drapala said MarineMax was 
looking for immediate hires for 
sales positions.  Students’ major 
weren’t important; the employers 
looking for candidates who exhibited 
perseverance and a sales mentality.
 “You can come from anywhere. 
If you are a good salesman, you are a 
good salesman,” Drapala said.
 This was MarineMax’s fi rst 
time attending NSU’s job fair. 
Drapala said they absolutely plan on 
coming back.
 This was senior marketing 
major Samantha High’s second 
job fair, though the fi rst one she 
attended was unaffi liated with 
NSU. She was excited to attend the 
campus fair, as it allowed her the 
opportunity to practice skills she 
had learned in class.
 “I was prepared with an elevator 
speech that I just learned in class, so 
I was confi dent when meeting the 
different companies.” 
 An “elevator speech” is a pitch 
delivered in the time it takes to ride 
in an elevator. 
 High found the job fair to be 
benefi cial.
 “It is so important to get out 
there and network with companies,” 
she said. “As a senior, I thought 
that this was extremely valuable in 
terms of potentially getting hired 
and getting my name out to different 
companies in our community.”
 James agreed, saying, “As an 
international student, I need as many 
connections as possible.”
 The next NSU Job and 
Internship Fair will be held on Feb. 
18. More details will be announced 
later this semester.
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Run or walk to win cash
Registration is open for NSU’s 
Shark Shuffle, an annual 5K 
run/walk that awards student 
participants cash prices of 
up to $500. The event will 
begin at 7:30 a.m. at the Carl 
DeSantis Building on Oct. 13. 
Registration is $20 for the 
public and $12 for students, 
employees, alumni and their 
family members. Online 
registration will be open until 
Oct. 12 at 2 p.m., though 
on-site registration will be 
available from 6 to 7:15 a.m. 
before the run/walk. For more 
information and to register 
online, visit www.rec.nova.
edu/sharkshuffle.html.
Author to discuss baseball 
scout
NSU Professor Emeritus 
and author of “Baseball’s 
Last Great Scout” Daniel L. 
Austin will speak about the 
life of famed baseball player 
and scout Hugh Alexander 
on Oct. 8, 5 to 7 p.m. in the 
Alvin Sherman Library, 
second floor gallery. A book 
sale and signing will follow 
Austin’s speech and baseball 
memorabilia from his private 
collection will be on exhibit. 
Although admission is free, 
reservations are required. Call 
Joan McBean at 954-262-
4627 or email libdev@nova.
edu by Oct. 1.
First Psychology Graduate 
Research Series session
The Farquhar College of Arts 
and Sciences and the Center 
for Psychological Studies 
will host the first session of 
the Psychology Graduate 
Research Series on Sept. 25, 
noon to 1 p.m., in the Maltz 
Psychology Building, Room 
2047. Sean Michael Robinson, 
a CPS student, will present 
his study “Coping-Strategy 
Utilization as a Moderator of 
Self-Efficacy on Treatment 
Outcome Among Problem 
Drinkers.”  The research series 
is free and open to the public. 
For more information, contact 
Associate Professor and 
Coordinator of Psychology 
Research Jaime Tarter at 954-
262-8912. 
Fall Open House volunteers 
wanted
NSU will host an Open House 
on Oct. 19, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in 
the Don Taft University Center. 
Prospective students will 
learn about the university’s 
academic programs, speak 
with admissions counselors 
and financial aid advisers, and 
meet faculty members and 
students. They’ll also have a 
chance to embark on a guided 
tour. Student, faculty and staff 
volunteers are needed, and 
they’ll receive lunch vouchers 
for the University Center 
food court. To sign up, email 
Stephanie Repaci at repaci@
nova.edu.
Undergraduate Student 
Success Fair a success
 Around 300 students attended 
the annual Undergraduate Student 
Success Fair on Sept. 18, about the 
same number as last year.
 Representatives from 15 NSU 
offices — including the Help Desk, 
Henderson Student Counseling, 
Student Disability Services and the 
Undergraduate Academic Advising 
Center  — set up tables in the Carl 
DeSantis Building to discuss their 
services with students. 
 Sheila Fabius, director of the 
Office of Undergraduate Student 
Success, which hosted the fair, said 
students were eager to learn and 
meet staff from the other offices.
 “They had a good time,” 
Fabius said. “They didn’t expect to 
have a good time and they did. They 
enjoyed the interactive atmosphere, 
and they enjoyed meeting the 
different office representatives.”
 Jaime Segno, Alvin Sherman 
Library reference and outreach 
librarian, discussed the Library 
Student Advisory Board and 
research services with students at 
the fair. She said that she and her 
co-workers tried to be informative 
and entertaining. They had students 
play “Guess the Book Cover”, 
where they showed students pieces 
of famous book covers from popular 
young adult novels, best sellers 
and classics, and asked them to 
guess which book it was. They also 
gave students flash drives with the 
library’s contact information.
 Segno said the students were 
excited about the game and the fair.
 “I think they got to familiarize 
themselves with different offices 
and services available to them,” 
Segno said. “They saw how friendly 
and willing to help we are and how 
we’re an NSU family.”
 Staff from the Help Desk, 
which assists all NSU community 
members with technology needs, 
participated in the fair for the third 
time. Joe Garcia, director of the 
Help Desk Call Center, said the staff 
at the fair had students play a trivia 
game, testing their knowledge about 
the Help Desk. They also gave 
students a combined letter opener, 
keyboard brush and screen cleaner, 
which had the Help Desk’s contact 
information on it.
 Bethany Baber, freshman 
speech-language and 
communication disorders major, 
said she found the Help Desk’s table 
to be helpful.
 “[The Help Desk staff] helped 
me set up my email on my phone, so 
that was extremely helpful because I 
was struggling with that,” Baber said.
 Garcia said the Help Desk 
staff felt their involvement at the 
fair was a demonstration of their 
commitment to focus on students. 
He thought the fair was well 
organized and advertised.
 “It was a great event and 
a great way to introduce our 
undergraduate population to the 
university,” Garcia said.
 Mark Reid, clinical service 
coordinator at the Division of 
Clinical Operations, spoke to 
students about their options for 
student health insurance and NSU’s 
health clinics. It was the division’s 
first time participating at the fair, 
and Reid said they will table at the 
next fair.
 “The students were very happy 
and everyone was laughing and 
joking and stayed at some of the 
booths for a while,” Reid said.
 He said he suggested that 
students who missed this year’s fair 
attend next year.
 “I definitely recommend they 
go,” Reid said. “There’s a lot of 
services they need to obtain to 
go through their undergraduate 
years successfully.”
 Gindra Nedrano, freshman 
chemistry major, and Teodora 
Suciu, freshman computer science 
major, both enjoyed learning more 
about the services that they had 
heard little about.
 “We learned so much 
at orientation that it was 
overwhelming,” Suciu said. “And 
seeing the offices again, like the 
counseling center and the library 
and the Help Desk, was really nice. 
The more you see [the information], 
the more you use it.” 
 Jean-Michaeo Tor, freshman 
biology major, said he found the 
Office of Career Development’s 
table helpful and informative, as he 
is planning on changing his major. 
 “They talked to me about what 
they do and how they have these 
exams to see what you’re interested 
in,” Tor said. “I think that will be 
a great opportunity to go and see 
[what major] I’ll fit best.”
 Tor said he plans on going to 
the fair again next year.
 “I like to learn new things 
every year, so if they have anything 
new or anything else that I have any 
questions about, I’ll definitely go,” 
Tor said.
 Jake Shilts, assistant director of 
the Office of Undergraduate Student 
Success, said the office wants to 
invite more student services and 
resources for next year’s fair.
 “Our focus is the quality 
of the fair and the quality of the 
engagement between office that 
provide services and the students,” 
Shilts said.
By: Keren Moros
Staff from the Office of Financial Assistance tell students about the services the office offers at the 
Undergraduate Student Success Fair
TAKEN BY D. DURBALA
NSU staff tell students about their services at the Undergraduate Student Success Fair
TAKEN BY D. DURBALA
Students learn about the Division of Clinical Operations at the Undergraduate Student Success Fair.
TAKEN BY D. DURBALA
Students and staff at the Undergraduate Student Successn Fair.
TAKEN BY D. DURBALA
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Diary of... a student 
living in two worlds
By: Chidi Ogali
 Chidi Ogali is a third-year 
doctoral student in the College of 
Pharmacy who has a passion for 
music. When he is not in school or 
studying, he is producing songs at 
his house, performing at open mics 
or playing drums at his dad’s church. 
He hopes his story will inspire 
readers.
 I’m a huge fan of the creative 
arts. I am a songwriter, rapper, 
musician and producer. I currently 
just fi nished producing my fi rst 
music project, called “College of 
Art$ and $cience.” 
 This project is a collection of 
songs that I wrote and produced 
about my experiences as a young 
man living in two worlds: music and 
pharmacy. The songs range from 
hip-hop to R&B and acoustic. 
 The creative world is a new 
world for me; I have been a musician 
for most of my life, playing drums at 
my dad’s church and at other church 
gigs, but I never really created or 
wrote music until 2010. Over the 
last three years, I have come up 
with enough songs that I am proud 
enough of to showcase to the world. I 
am currently performing at different 
venues all around South Florida and 
I must say it has really been fun.
 The second part of my life is the 
science part. My pharmacy school 
journey started in 2006, when I got 
a job in a local pharmacy. I liked the 
experience and decided I wanted to 
embark on that journey and pursue 
a career in pharmacy. The health 
industry is especially important 
to me because I have a medical 
condition called sickle cell anemia. 
It’s a genetic blood disorder in which 
blood cells take on sickled shape 
and, therefore, do not live as long 
as regular blood cells. People who 
have sickle cell are anemic, have 
pain and experience other health 
complications. As someone with 
sickle cell, I’ve had to deal with its 
complications my whole life, as I 
have fi nd ways to be healthy. 
 All my life, I have been looked 
for health remedies to improve my 
condition. I have dieted, exercised 
and gone through drug therapy, 
with both synthetic drugs and 
homeopathic remedies. I hope one 
day to own my own health store 
and be involved in health research 
that will help improve my life and 
the lives of others with sickle-cell 
anemia.
 Living in these two worlds 
sometimes feels crazy. I often feel as 
if I am way in over my head and I 
am overextended, but I always fi gure 
that if I have made it this far, then 
I can defi nitely take it to the top. In 
10 years, I hope to be rocking out 
arenas, performing my music as well 
as owning a couple health stores 
and being involved in some kind of 
research that will help me and other 
people with sickle-cell live better, 
healthier lives. 
Chidi Ogali consider himself both a scientist and a musician. 
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Faculty Spotlight: Robert Diaz
By: Saily Regueiro 
 Today he is the only Hispanic 
judge in Broward County, but 
growing up, Robert Diaz, adjunct 
professor in the Shepard Broad Law 
Center, never thought he would 
become a lawyer.
 The son of Cuban parents, Diaz 
was born and raised in Miami and 
attended Hialeah High School. 
 “My parents were not ones to 
stay on me about school,” Diaz said. 
“I guess they kind of let me do it on 
my own and maybe that’s why it took 
me nine years to get out of college.  I 
couldn’t decide on what I wanted to 
do,” 
 After high school, Diaz enrolled 
in Miami Dade Community College, 
now called Miami Dade College. 
Because of the many career options, 
he kept changing his major. 
 “I wanted to become a computer 
programmer, then I wanted to be an 
accountant,” said Diaz. “I changed 
and wanted to be a physical education 
major, but then I was placed on 
academic probation because my 
grades were not good. That was like 
an epiphany and I decided I needed 
to start applying myself.”
 While he was in school, Diaz 
also worked for the city of Hialeah as 
a recreation leader, coaching kids at a 
park. Because he broke a minor rule, 
Diaz felt that he was unjustly fi red 
from his job. He then got in contact 
with the lawyer from the union he 
was a part of, and after going through 
arbitration and winning, Diaz got his 
job back. It was then that he decided 
he wanted to become a lawyer. 
 “I liked what the lawyer had 
done and thought that I would like 
to represent people who get fi red 
wrongfully,” said Diaz. 
 After transferring to Florida 
International University, Diaz 
graduated with a bachelor’s in liberal 
arts. 
 He soon applied to law school 
and was accepted into NSU’s 
Shepard Broad Law Center. In 
1984, Diaz graduated with his 
Juris Doctorate degree and started 
working with the Broward Public 
Defender’s Offi ce, a job that he felt 
really suited him.
 Diaz said that when he was 
younger, his older brother would 
make him do everything he wanted 
until Diaz was old enough to stop 
him. Diaz said that he never liked 
telling his parents and never wanted 
to be the one to tell on somebody. 
But it was different in the public 
defender’s offi ce.
 “I felt like that state attorney 
was a person who was telling on 
somebody. I wanted to represent 
the people who were accused. I 
have always been for the underdog 
and I have always stuck up for the 
underdog. So I fi gured that being 
a public defender was a good 
profession for me,” said Diaz. 
 In 1992, after eight years of 
working in the public defender’s 
offi ce, Diaz was told that there 
was a need for a Hispanic judge in 
Broward County because it had been 
20 years since a Hispanic judge had 
been appointed. At fi rst, Diaz was a 
bit hesitant about applying for the 
position. 
 “I thought that if I got the job, 
everyone would say that the only 
 Robert Diaz, adjunct professor in the Shepard Broad Law Center, is Broward County’s only Hispanic 
judge.
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reason I got it was because I was 
Hispanic. Then I talked to a judge 
friend of mine who said, ‘Why do 
you care why you get the job? Just 
get the job. Do a good job and then 
nobody can say anything.’ I thought 
that was good advice and so I put my 
name in to be appointed,” said Diaz. 
After sending three applications for 
the position, Diaz was appointed as 
a county court judge by then-Florida 
governor Lawton Chiles.
 In 1989, Diaz was asked by one 
of his colleagues, adjunct professor 
Michael Rocque, to help teach an 
NSU course. More than two decades 
later, Diaz now teaches street law 
— a course that he took as a student 
and gave him his fi rst teaching 
experience.
 In this class, law students teach 
at middle schools and high schools in 
Broward County.
 “I really like teaching because 
I get to, hopefully, let law students 
see a bit about what the real world 
is like and help them shape the way 
they behave as lawyers,” said Diaz. 
 Diaz also tries to bring his 
personal experiences as a lawyer and 
a judge into the classroom.
 “Law students think of judges 
as just someone who is stodgy and 
stiff and that is not true. I tell my 
students that we are in the people 
business,” said Diaz. “People may 
not remember what you say but 
they will remember how you made 
them feel. As a judge, that is such an 
important thing because people are 
all waiting for you to make a decision 
on their life, and the way you say it 
or do it can have a big effect on them. 
So I always tell students to be aware 
of how they make people feel .”
Molly goes to college
By: Grant McQueenie and 
Lladeris Rodriguez
 Have you seen Molly? That 
seems to be the popular question 
with college students recently. This 
Molly isn’t just any normal party 
girl. Molly is the street name for 
methylenedioxymethamphetamine 
(MDMA), the active ingredient in 
ecstasy. It is said to be the purest form 
of the MDMA molecule because it is 
not laced with any other drug the way 
the pill form of Ecstasy usually is. 
 This drug is growing more 
popular in the college scene. Pax 
Prentiss, The CEO of Passages, a 
clinic that helps addicts, says that 
Molly users tend to be around ages 
16 to 24. Within the past two months, 
three college students overdosed on 
the drug at musical festivals and died. 
According to a Monitoring the Future 
report, 5.8 percent of college students 
reported using ecstasy in 2012, an 
increase of 1.6 percent from the 
previous year. 
 MDMA has been around since 
the early 20th century. It didn’t 
become popular as a recreational drug 
until the 80s and early 90s, when it 
started to show up in the European 
rave community in the form of 
Ecstasy. Ecstasy comes in pill form, 
but Molly is a powder or crystal. The 
users of this drug claim they take it 
to increase their senses and pleasure. 
Molly is stimulant and psychedelic, 
meaning that it alters cognition and 
perception while accelerating physical 
activity. According to the Department 
of Justice’s Drug Enforcement 
Administration, the drug overfl ows 
the user’s brain with neurotransmitters 
serotonin, norepinephrine and 
dopamine, making them feel overjoyed 
and full of energy.
 Katherine Reilly, a senior 
exercise and sport science major 
said, “I’ve seen people on Molly 
and they look very happy, dancing 
around like crazy.” 
 Long-term users of Molly have 
tried to voice their concerns to the 
younger generation by discussing 
its long-term effects, one of which is 
lowering serotonin, making it nearly 
impossible to feel genuine emotions. 
This is because the drug speeds up 
heart rates and cause dehydration. 
Factor that in with large crowds at 
concerts and the body heat that’s 
produced from them, and, essentially, 
you have concertgoers that can’t 
regulate their body temperature, 
causing health problems like seizures.
 With the growing reputation of 
the drug at musical events, musicians 
are starting to reference the drug more 
often in their songs and performances. 
 Molly is being glorifi ed by artists 
such as Rihanna, Rick Ross and many 
other rap artists. In her song “We 
Can’t Stop,” Miley Cyrus sings about 
“dancing with Molly.” Even Madonna 
was heard speaking about Molly when 
she was at the Ultra Music Festival in 
Miami last year. While on stage, she 
asked the crowd “if anyone had seen 
Molly”, which sent the audience into 
an uproar. She has since clarifi ed her 
statement, saying she was referring to 
a song with the same name. On Sept. 
1, the New York City Mayor’s Offi ce 
cancelled the third day of the music 
festival Electric Zoo, after two people 
died and four others were hospitalized 
as a result of Molly. 
 In early September, extra security 
measures were implemented at Boston 
Calling, an electric dance music 
festival. More police were on patrol to 
spot people in danger of overdosing on 
the drug. 
 Though Reilly hasn’t heard of the 
recent Molly-related deaths, she said, 
“Maybe NSU should hire a speaker 
to come in and talk about its use or 
leave fl iers with facts on tables in the 
University Center.”
 However, Tim Coyle, fi eld 
operations supervisor for public safety, 
doesn’t think it’s a problem at NSU.
 “In the past year, it has actually 
been pretty stagnant; we haven’t had 
many issues with drug use at all,” he 
said. “But we have a zero-tolerance 
policy in regards to drug use and that 
includes any type of consumption, 
possession, or distribution.”
 In colleges across the nation, 
faculty and administration are 
concerned about their students’ health 
and are taking action. This is especially 
true in the northeast, after the deaths of 
students from the University of New 
Hampshire, Syracuse University and 
Plymouth State University. Boston 
College is handing out information 
about the drug to its nearly 30,000 
students. Plymouth State College has 
implemented a form for students to 
fi ll out if they are concerned about 
another student.
 NSU Public Safety is taking 
proactive measures, even though no 
Molly-related incidents have been 
reported to the offi ce yet.
 Coyle said, “We meet with a lot 
of RA staff, and we even go door to 
door, we just had an event in regards 
to house calls, which is an event 
where we teamed up with Res Life. 
We actually went door to door and 
provided students with materials in 
regards to what services we provided 
and different points of contact if they 
have any issues on campus.”
The drug Molly comes as powder or crystals, and is making its presence known among college students. 
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Athlete of the week:
David Robles
By: Alyssa DiMaria
 The love for soccer that brought 
junior accounting major David 
Robles to NSU is evident in how 
much he plays. For far this season, 
Robles has played a total of 235 
minutes in three games and has a 
personal socre of 6-2.
 Robles fi rst played for NSU in 
2011’s season opener against North 
Georgia University. He started in 
midfi eld, playing in seven of the 
12 games. In four matches, Robles 
fought until the end, playing for 90 
minutes. 
 In his sophomore year, he 
earned his fi rst career assist in the 
season debut against Ave Maria 
University. That season, Robles was 
one of four players to appear in all 
of NSU’s matches. He took six shots 
during the season, with two hitting 
the net.
 Prior to becoming a Shark, the 
junior accounting major played for 
Kendall Soccer Coalition, a Miami 
youth soccer club. He also played for 
Miami Killian Senior High School, 
where he recorded 10 goals and 7 
assists during his senior year.
 Robles said he has high hopes 
for a successful season.
 “The team already has an 
advantage this year because there 
are more returners than newcomers.” 
Robles said. “So, I think this 
will make us stronger and a lot
more experienced.”
 I sat down with Robles to ask 
him a few questions.
When are you the most nervous 
while you are competing?
 Right before the kickoff. But, as 
soon as the game starts, all the nerves 
go away.
Describe an embarrassing athletic 
moment.
 In my junior year of high 
school, I scored in the wrong goal 
and we lost 1-0. 
How did you become interested in 
soccer?
 My dad played soccer his entire 
life. So, ever since I could walk, I’ve 
been playing. I grew up with soccer.
Who is your biggest fan and why?
 My little brother because he 
plays soccer too and we get along 
really well. He looks up to me.
If you could be head coach of any 
team for a year, what team would 
you choose and why?
 An English Premier League 
called Liverpool Football Club 
because it is my favorite team. I 
think it would be really interesting to 
coach them and see what I would be 
able to do to help them succeed. 
What is the most difﬁ cult part 
about soccer?
 The fi tness you must have. 
Soccer is a lot of sprinting in short 
spaces and the games are very long.
What is one food you would never 
eat?
 Olives and anything that has to 
do with olives. I hate olives.
What actor would play you in a 
movie about yourself?
 Leonardo DiCaprio.
How has NSU inspired you?
 The very fi rst time I was listed 
on the Dean’s List, NSU inspired 
me to continue working hard in my 
academics. Also, NSU showed me 
that I can succeed in anything I put 
my mind to. 
David Robles is a member of the men’s soccer team.
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Commentary by: Grant McQueenie
ON THE 
BENCH
 After decades of being one 
of the most popular sports, boxing 
is starting to get beaten up and 
knocked down for the count. 
 It’s struggling to get on its 
feet and continue the fi ght in sports 
popularity. In my eyes, boxing’s 
reputation has been declining in 
this country over the past 20 years 
for three reasons: the rise in mixed 
martial arts, the lack of network 
television exposure and shortage of 
big name American fi ghters. 
 With the introduction of the 
Ultimate Fighting Championship, 
mixed martial arts have become 
the new trend in sports, not just in 
this country, but around the world. 
Mixed martial arts are becoming 
bigger each year, and fans can 
appreciate the art that goes into 
every fi ght, rather than the politics 
it takes to make the fi ght happen.
  Boxing is becoming a thing of 
the past, something your father and 
grandfather watched.  I remember 
my younger cousin talking about 
boxing and saying, “All they do is 
punch, and they can’t kick or wrestle 
or submit like in the UFC.”  Don’t 
get me wrong; I enjoy the diversity 
of mixed martial arts, but I grew up 
watching boxing and it’s sad to see 
it fade off into the distance. 
 These days, nobody wants to 
pay the ridiculous price for pay-
per-view that is necessary to watch 
their favorite fi ghter. Fans used to 
be able to watch the best boxers in 
the world for free every weekend 
on network TV. A lot of politics 
are involved with different fi ghting 
promotion companies, so it is a lot 
harder to give the fans what they 
want, like specifi c fi ghts and viewer 
accessibility. The big name fi ghters 
in the sport are directly linked with 
their promotion companies, either 
as owners or major stakeholders. 
They are able to negotiate certain 
provisions in their contracts that 
allow them to get a percentage 
of the pay-per-view sales, so it’s 
rare to see big names on network 
television. Boxing has become 
all about the paycheck, and the 
fans recognize that. The greed of 
these fi ghters is putting off once-
dedicated viewers.
 Boxing was once the home 
of the biggest names in American 
sports, but is now down to just a 
handful of recognizable fi gures. 
From Ali, Frazier and Foreman 
in the ’70s to Leonard, Haggler 
and Herns in the ’80s and Tyson, 
Holyfi eld and Bowe in the ’90s — 
these were the fi ghters whom fans 
got to see on a regular basis. Now, 
the biggest name in boxing is Floyd 
Mayweather Jr. — unless you are a 
true fan and others come to mind like 
Adrien Broner and Seth Mitchell — 
but they are nothing like the fi ghters 
of the past. A lot of the big names in 
boxing these days are international 
superstars from Mexico, Russia and 
United Kingdom, and it’s diffi cult 
for American boxing fans to get 
into the fi ghts when they don’t 
have a fi ghter from their country 
to support. 
 I don’t think boxing will ever 
return to the popularity that it once 
had, which is a real shame because 
any true fan will say it really is 
the “sweet science.” Boxing is a 
beautiful sport but it will never again 
get the appreciation it deserves 
from the younger generation in 
this country. All fans can hope for 
is that the international fi ght scene 
keeps the sport relevant for the 
foreseeable future since we aren’t 
doing that here in the U.S.




 The fall semester is underway 
and bringing a new season of 
intramurals. Three sports will 
soon kick into gear: fl ag football, 
volleyball and softball, along with 
special events for racquetball and 
dodgeball and a new event: inner-
tube water polo. Basketball and 
soccer will be offered in the winter.
 Coordinator for Intramural 
Sports Meloney Robinson is excited 
about the new intramurals events. 
She said that when the Flight Deck 
re-opens, hopefully in January, the 
Offi ce of Campus Recreation wants 
to offer board game and video 
tournaments. 
 Students can register for all 
sports and events through imleagues.
com. Though the fl ag football season 
has begun, registration is still open 
until Oct. 10. The softball and 
volleyball seasons will last from Oct. 
21 to Nov. 21, with registration open 
Sept. 29 until Oct. 17. Inner-tube 
water polo will be played Oct. 7 and 
8, with registration open until Oct. 2. 
 Many students, like junior 
psychology major Vincent Comito, 
join intramural teams to continue 
competing in a sport they used to be 
more involved in.
 “I used to play football in high 
school, and when I came to NSU, I 
wanted to continue playing,” he said.
Playing intramurals also offers 
health benefi ts.
“Students are staying active and 
being healthy, and it helps relieve 
and deal with stresses of class,” 
Robinson said. “Plus, it helps build 
confi dence and responsibility.”
 Some students, such as senior 
Ben Freed, have experience both on 
the fi eld and as sports offi cials.
 “This is my fourth year doing 
intramurals, and my third year as 
[an offi cial],” Freed said. “As an 
incoming freshman, I wanted to 
meet new people, and my goal was 
to know everyone.” 
 Robinson sees becoming an 
offi cial as a great way to get involved 
in sports without competing. 
Offi cials don’t need to have prior 
experience as they are trained and 
paid by Campus Recreation.
 Freed said, “They work around 
our schedules really well; it gives us 
the opportunity to work and make a 
little bit of money.”
 To get involved with 
intramurals, visit imleagues.com or 
rec.nova.edu/intramurals, or stop by 
the RecPlex offi ces on the fi rst fl oor 
of the Don Taft University Center.
WRITTEN BY
Kevin LichtySHORTS
Malin Broberg scored a hattrick as the Sharks dominate Lynn University 
5-1 on Sept. 18.  Andi Burcheld and Elizabeth Haumschild also scored.
women’s soccer
The No. 2 Sharks nished with the top 
team score on the nal day of the 
Brickyard Crossing Invitational to nish 
in third place for the tournament on 
Sept. 17.  Barry University took home the 
title, nishing two strokes ahead of 
University of Central Missouri.
Men’s Golf
Austin Foor scored a brace as the 
Sharks surprised defending national 
champion No. 6 Lynn University 4-1 
on Sept. 18.  It was Foor’s rst two 
collegiate goals.  Stefano Fanfoni and 
Karl Enarsson also scored. 
men’s soccer
The Shark’s lost their second home 
game of the season as the Palm Beach 
Atlantic University Sailsh rolled to a 
straight sets victory on Sept. 17.  The 
Shark’s played even with 9-1 PBA until 
a six point run opened up the rst set 
in Sailsh’s favor.  They would eventu-
ally lose 25-18, 25-12, 25-18.
Women’s 
Volleyball
S P O R T S
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Keeping an “i” on 
Apple’s New Tech
By: Gianpaolo Stasi
 It’s that time of the year again. 
That’s right; the new iPhone has been 
announced. It’s like Apple’s version 
of Christmas. 
This year, however, is different. 
Instead of one phone, Apple unveiled 
two new phones. It’s time to indulge 
once again by spending hard-earned 
money on the iPhone 5C and the 
iPhone 5S.
If the iPhone 5C is the artistic younger 
brother in the iPhone family, then the 
iPhone 5S is the mature older brother 
who graduated from college with a 
business degree at the top of his class 
and is on his way to becoming CEO 
of a company.
 I know what you’re thinking: 
“Wait a second. What’s the difference 
between these two new phones?” 
Well, the iPhone 5C costs less than 
the 5S and comes in five different 
colors: green, blue, yellow, red and 
white. Customizable cases are also 
available in those colors, as well as 
black
 Each iPhone 5C also comes with 
a built in A6 chip. The A6 chip is the 
same processor used in the iPhone 5 
used to make the iPhone 5 and 5C run 
the whole phone much faster than its 
predecessors. In addition to the A6 
chip, the iPhone 5C includes an 8 
MP iSight camera, 1.2 MP Facetime 
camera, 4-inch Retina display, and 
LTE, which is the same technology 
used in the iPhone 5. LTE is wireless 
data, similar to 3G and 4G, that most 
smartphones have. LTE allows you 
to surf the internet and check your 
Facebook at higher speeds than 3G 
and 4G alone. The iPhone 5C has 
better battery life than the iPhone 5, 
now being able to last 10 hours of LTE 
time, talk time and video playback. 
The new plastic back of the iPhone 
5C, which has no seams or lines, 
allows for more durability and higher 
scratch-resistance. Each iPhone 5C 
comes with colored wallpaper at 
startup as well. The iPhone 5C 16 GB 
The iPhone 5S features a gold trim and fingerprint sensor/home button. The iPhone 5C comes wrapped in brightly colored plastic cases
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version is only $99 with a contract 
and the 32 GB version is $199.
 In terms of appearance, the 
iPhone 5S looks very similar to the 
iPhone 5. The iPhone 5S comes in 
space gray, silver, and now gold. 
The casing on the back is made of 
the same materials as before, but, 
as mentioned before, comes in 
added colors
 It also features an A7 chip. 
The Apple A7 is Apple’s newest 
processor. It is more than 2x as fast 
and the graphics power has been 
doubled in comparison to the Apple 
A6. The A7 chip comes with 64-bit 
architecture. For those of you who 
don’t know, no other phone company 
has been able to make a 64-bit phone 
before. What does that mean? Having 
64 bits means that the phone can have 
higher graphics for games, use and 
grab memory much more efficiently, 
all while having the ability to 
access more RAM, which speeds up 
the phone.
 The 5s also includes a fingerprint 
identity sensor. There may be some 
concerns pertaining to privacy of 
the fingerprints, but Apple assures 
customers that the data containing 
your fingerprints is stored in an 
embedded portion of the A7 chip. 
In other words, it’s kept in a private 
area in your phone that only you 
can access. 
 The iPhone 5S comes with a 
M7 co-processor chip. The M7 is 
designed to measure motion data 
from the accelerometer, gyroscope 
and compass. This new, efficient way 
of sensing motion data will allow for 
longer battery life. For example, if 
your phone hasn’t moved in a while, 
like when you’re asleep, the M7 
reduces battery loss even more. The 
iPhone 5S 16 GB model costs $199, 
the 32 GB version costs $299 and the 
64 GB costs $399.
Farquhar faculty face 
the music
By: Megan Mortman
 The Division of Performing and 
Visual Arts of the Farquhar College 
of Arts and Sciences held the Joint 
Faculty Recital on Sept. 17 at 7 p.m. 
in the Performing and Visual Wing 
of the Don Taft University Center.
 Adjunct Faculty Susan Chastain, 
Phil Bracken, Jihong Park, William 
Villaverde, Assistant Professor 
Jennifer Donelson, Associate 
Professor and Coordinator for 
PVA Bill Adams and PVA Director 
Michael Caldwell demonstrated their 
singing, flute, and piano skills.
 Adams helped coordinate the 
event and started preparing before the 
school year began. 
 “We’ve been working on this 
approximately for a month,” he said, 
“but people bring things that they 
probably prepared for other events 
or they may be trying out things that 
they haven’t done before.”
 Adams sang a song by Gabriel 
Fauré and another by Hugo Wolf.
 He said that, though the pieces 
are meant to be presented with just 
piano and voice, he added a film to 
his performance. The Faure song was 
accompanied by a film of a young 
couple in love in Cape Cod. The Wolf 
song was accompanied by pictures of 
Adams on his trip to Vienna. 
 “I added the other dimension 
of the film playing behind it to 
either tell part of the story or to get 
the audience to think,” Adams said. 
“The first piece, the images literally 
told the story. In the second piece, the 
images were in contrast to the piece 
therefore it was going to force them 
to come up with their own story.”
 Adams said he likes it 
when people discover something 
unexpected in his performance, as it 
leads to interesting discussion.
 “The most exciting thing is 
when people come to me and say 
‘I thought this was happening,’” 
Adams said. “They said [the Wolf 
piece was] an identity piece and I 
didn’t think of that at all.”
 Rachel Snell, assistant to the 
dean of the College of Optometry, 
who also takes classes at NSU, said 
she enjoyed the event, especially 
because of her passion for music.
 “I’m a pianist myself, so I 
was particularly interested in the 
pianist,” Snell said. “I also sing 
at the Master Chorale of South 
Florida, so I really enjoyed the 
singing because those are the two 
instruments I relate to the most.”
 Senior biology major Sean 
Murphy thought the event was 
amazing.
 “They’re all very talented, very 
skilled and very knowledgeable 
players,” Murphy said. “The fact 
that they have the knowledge behind 
them just adds more emotion to all 
the pieces that they played.”
 Caldwell performed “Variations 
on the Imperial Anthem” by Joseph 
Haydn and another by Frederic 
Chopin. He said his motivation in 
playing is to share musical treasures 
that people otherwise might not 
experience. For example, he said few 
people have heard the Haydn piece 
because it was attributed to another 
composer for the past 150 years.
 “My inspiration is always the 
fact that great music is greater than 
it could ever be played, so whenever 
you present a concert, you make one 
more attempt at sharing its beauty 
with other people,” Caldwell said.
The performers of the night: Susan Chastain, Jennifer Donelson, William Villaverde, Phil Bracken, Bill J. Adams, Jihong Park. Not pictured: Michael Caldwell.
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Bill Adams performing at 
the Joint Faculty Recital
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Arctic Monkeys stop 
monkeying around for ‘AM’ 
By: Nicole Cocuy
 Arctic Monkeys’ latest album, 
“AM”, debuts a refined, mature side 
to the chart-topping clan of British 
alternative rockers. 
 Previous albums, such as 
“Suck It and See”, “Humbug”, 
“Favourite Worst Nightmare”, and 
“Whatever People Say I am, that’s 
what I’m not”, flaunted the band’s 
charmingly chaotic guitar riffs and 
sweet and innocent melodies. Their 
innocent chaos, especially evident 
in hits like “Florescent Adolescent” 
and “I Bet You Look Good on the 
Dance Floor”, attracted millions of 
fans and made them international 
alternative rock superstars. 
 However, with time comes 
maturity and with maturity comes 
change. This is not necessarily a bad 
thing; in fact, this is a great thing. 
After 11 years of working together, 
lead singer and lyricist Alex Turner, 
drummer Matt Helders, guitarist 
Jamie Cook, and bass guitarist 
Nick O’Malley have made beautiful 
progress in the form of emotionally 
charged lyrics and a better sense of 
instrumental unison. 
 In “Do I Want to Know?” 
the pulsing beat of the drum 
compliments lead singer and lyricist 
Alex Turner’s smooth-as-silk vocals 
spectacularly. The guitar’s soulful 
melody will be stuck in your head 
for days. 
 The themes embedded 
throughout “AM” are desire, 
uncertainty, and tumultuous love. 
Regardless of what  relationship 
crisis is bringing you down, there 
is at least one song on this album 
that demonstrates the band’s 
empathy. The ambiguity of budding 
relationships is bluntly expressed 
through the first two songs of the 
album, “Do I Wanna Know?” and 
“R U Mine?”. In the former, Turner 
maintains his too-cool-for-you vibe, 
yet hints at his wavering confidence, 
as he sings, “I don’t know if you 
feel the same as I do/But we could 
be together if you wanted to.”  
 The calm and composed façade 
crumbles further in “R U Mine?” as 
background vocals further question 
where the relationship stands. 
Alex Turner bravely declares what 
he wants from the relationship 
through “I Want It All” and “I 
Wanna Be Yours” — simply to be 
hers, along with all of the “blind 
faith”, “heartache”, “mind games”, 
and “mistakes” she brings along 
with her. 
 Turner also comes clean 
about a relationship that ended 
prematurely; in “Snap Out Of It”, 
he proudly declares, “I’ll be here 
waiting ever so patiently for you to/
snap out of it” after his ex-girlfriend 
has already found love elsewhere.
 Whether or not you are 
familiar with Arctic Monkeys, 
“AM” is appropriate for all 
occasions: jogging around campus, 
commuting, dancing privately in the 
comfort of your room, coping with 
rejection or a bad break up — you 
name it. These tunes are so catchy 
that refusing to sing along feels 
almost criminal. 
  The stylistic changes seen 
in “AM” merely hint at potential 
artistic capabilities, so expect even 
greater things from this band in the 
future. But one thing will never 
change: Arctic Monkeys will always 
be cooler than ice.





 Director Woody Allen uses 
stereotypical characters and bygone 
plotlines when he brings to life 
a traumatized typecast in “Blue 
Jasmine.” 
 Mix in excellent casting and a 
sprinkle of moral dilemma and Allen 
gives the viewer an enjoyable, yet 
lacking, film.
 Cate Blanchett’s portrayal of 
Jasmine, a torn, traumatized, and 
beat down socialite, is captivating. 
Blanchett commands attention by 
allowing the viewer to feel Jasmine’s 
stress and anxiety. The opening 
scene is entrancing as she rambles on 
about her marriage to an exasperated 
stranger on a flight to San Francisco 
— a monologue that continues 
from the plane to the terminal to 
baggage claim. As Jasmine speaks so 
eloquently and passionately, it’s easy 
to feel her exasperation and strain. 
The way she speaks gives the sense 
that more is to unfold and pulls the 
audience quickly into her life.
 The story of Jasmine’s 
marriage to Hal, played by Alec 
Baldwin, eloquently unfolds through 
flashbacks. Hal is a charming 
businessman who develops into a 
flawed character on a destructive 
path.  The end of their marriage 
slowly destroys Jasmine’s sanity.
 As the plot unfolds, between 
a character’s reality and delusion, 
one frenzied, anxious scene follows 
another frenzied, anxious scene. 
You meet Jasmine’s lower-class 
Cate Blanchett portrays a distraught woman who drags down the potential of the supporting cast.
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opposite – her  sister and temporary 
roommate, Ginger, played by Sally 
Hawkins. One sister comes to 
the aid of another, as the sisters’ 
strained relationship plays out and 
they struggle with two very different 
life paths. 
 Other characters fulfill various 
stereotypes. Augie, played Andrew 
Dice Clay, and Chili, played Bobby 
Cannavale, could have had more 
substantial roles and added depth to 
the film. Their acting was on point in 
some scenes but mediocre in others. 
Each personality turns into another 
supporting role that feels unnatural 
in scenes without Jasmine. These 
characters only give minor hints 
of the real characters they could be 
and are only accents to the lead’s 
glorified disaster.
 Allen allows the exquisite acting 
to carry the film, but you can feel his 
lack of direction and development. 
The film does not quite quench the 
anticipation that builds quickly at 
the beginning of the movie. Allen’s 
script had great potential but didn’t 
follow through.  
 He could have delighted the 
viewers with an emotional and 
disheartening adventure but, instead, 
leaves them with questions and a 
character muted in grayed emotion.
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 The Professor’s Chair features 
interviews with local musicians. 
This week’s artists are pop singers 
Laz and Rich, a duo known as The 
Night Runners. Their interview 
will air will air Sept. 26 during 
RadioX’s Local Show from 6 p.m. 
to 9 p.m. and on SUTV online.
So, where are you guys from?
 Laz: Miami, actually. Right 
down here, man.
 Rich: We were born and 
raised in a small city — very, very, 
very small — called Hialeah. Our 
music is based on the culture of the 
The
Miami scene.
How would you describe your 
music?  Who or what do you 
sound like?
 Laz: Our music is a pop-
R&B fusion, with a little electronic 
slash dance thrown in there. You 
know you’re going to hear a lot 
of different infl uences in there, 
because we like a lot of different 
artists. You’re going to hear a little 
bit of infl uence from Coldplay, a 
little bit of infl uence from Usher — 
from all around the board.
the night runners interview
Chair
Professor’s
By Andrew Meyer aka The Professor, 
RadioX Local Show disc jockey
What’s the biggest stage you’ve 
ever performed on?
Rich: Oh, wow, I think it’s 
defi nitely “X-Factor.” We had a 
wonderful opportunity to be a part 
of season one, when it fi rst debuted 
in America in 2011. We were 
fortunate, out of 400,000 people 
who auditioned nationwide, for 
that opportunity to win the million-
dollar contract. 
Laz: We made it to the 
top eight in the group category, 
actually. We got to meet Paula 
Abdul and Pharell Williams. I think 
there were 15 million viewers of 
Arts & Entertainment
that episode. That would have to be 
the biggest stage.
If you could pick any venue in the 
world, what would be your ideal 
show? 
Rich: Defi nitely halftime at 
the Super Bowl.
 Laz: You got to do halftime at 
the Super Bowl, right? 
Rich: I think Bruno Mars 
right now. He’s gearing up for the 
Super Bowl. He’s been blessed 
with that opportunity. Anybody in 
that position, who’s just put out 
two albums, and now they’re in 
that huge platform — you’re going 
down the path of legends.
And I heard that you guys are 
going to be playing this year at 
Heat games.
Laz: Yes! You guys are going 
to see The Night Runners this 
season at the Heat games.
Rich: This is not just a one-
time stint. They reached out to 
us and said, “We would love for 
you guys to perform at multiple 
games.” We’re excited about it. 
How and why did you get started 
recording music?
 Laz: I met Richard in the ninth 
grade and he actually got me to join 
the choir after school. From then 
on, we started singing and writing 
songs together, and then, before 
“X-Factor,” he called me and said, 
“Hey, you want to give it a shot? 
You want to see how far we get?” 
You guys are some pretty serious 
dancers, too. How much time did 
you spend choreographing the 
music video for “Single”?
 Laz: We actually 
choreographed it ourselves.
Rich: We’re very meticulous 
when it comes to certain things. If 
you’re going to convey something, 
you need to convey it in the right 
light. We don’t take anything 
lightly, especially when it comes to 
showmanship and performing.
Laz: A couple of hours 
choreographing the dancing, 
countless days for the actual video.
I noticed that people can 
download your album for free on 
thenightrunnersmusic.com. Why 
are you giving away your album?
Laz:  This is something we 
wanted to share with people. Every 
song on that EP is meant for a 
different emotion.
Rich: We both agreed. Let’s 
give the top half of the album for 
free and then fi rst quarter of next 
year release the entire album, but 
for sale.
From your videos, I got the idea 
that you guys always wear suits, 
no matter what. At the gym — 
suit. At Publix — suit. At the 
proctologist — suit. 
Rich: That’s true. You always 
got to make a good impression; 
I think I was running in a suit a 
few days ago. And everyone was 
looking at me like, “Sir, why are 
you running in a suit?”
Laz: No, he doesn’t run in a 
suit.
Finally what is your website, 
your Twitter and what do you 
want to promote the most?
Laz: Go to 
thenightrunnersmusic.com. There 
you’re going to fi nd updates, all 
our tour concert dates and you can 
also follow us on Twitter at —
Rich:  @Night_Runners. And 
we’re on Instagram, and you can 
follow us on MySpace as well. 
Hit us up and we will answer you, 
without a doubt.
Tune in to RadioX, 6 p.m. to 
midnight, on 88.5 FM in the tri-
county area. Or, catch it live online 
24/7 at nova.edu/radiox/listen.html 
or through the TuneIn Radio app, 
available for iPhone, Android and 
Blackberry.
“AN EROTIC COMEDY WHIRLWIND.”
–Peter Travers,
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Get out of your house Commuting saves money
 In high school, the only motivating force 
for me to beat “senioritis” was the reward of 
graduating, getting accepted into college and 
fi nally moving out my parents’ house. Oh, how 
I yearned for my freedom and independence. 
But it seems that many college students are 
actually trying to avoid what I wanted four 
years ago.
 More and more college undergraduates 
are choosing to live at home with their parents 
while attending school and this is especially 
true at NSU. Living with your parents may 
have its benefi ts, such as hot meals and fresh 
laundry, but a full belly and a clean shirt 
aren’t going to teach a young adult the lessons 
essential to the real world. Going to college 
while living at home just seems like four extra 
years of high school; nothing changes, which 
defeats the whole purpose of the “college 
experience”. Living in a dorm gives students 
the opportunity to grow, make new friends, and 
learn how to get along with roommates, but 
most importantly, welcome independence into 
their lives.
 I can understand why many students may 
be nervous about leaving their safe haven and 
facing the real world, but they should take 
comfort in the fact that they are not alone 
in their journey. Some young students still 
need a form of guidance in their lives. But 
if a parental fi gure is what you seek, then a 
Residential Assistant is what you will fi nd. 
RAs are trained college students who supervise 
 College is an opportunity to be 
successful and learn to make a difference 
in the world, whether you are living on 
campus or off. There are benefi ts to living in 
a residence hall but living at home with you 
parents can benefi t students tremendously 
in many ways. 
 A college education is painfully 
expensive and living on campus increases 
the cost.  While living at home with family, 
many students — if not most — don’t pay 
for utilities, food and furniture on their own 
because there is a shared family income. 
There is a saying about money: it is not 
about how much money people make, but 
how much money people save. Paying 
for a room on campus doesn’t follow that 
advice.
 Commuter students can save their 
money for things that further their interests 
and passions, instead of spending their last 
dimes on necessities. Also, your room at 
home is already decorated to your liking. 
Plus, the sanctity of comfort, a loving 
family and fewer distractions is priceless. 
 The desire for the college social 
experience is a huge reason students 
choose to live on campus. But we live in 
a technological era, so there is no need 
to be on campus 24/7 in order to connect 
with others. Social media allows college 
students to join clubs, learn about events 
and, most importantly, make new friends. 
 NSU creates ways for commuter 
students to make social connections 
between and after classes, so those who 
want more than virtual company can still 
socialize with people on campus at games, 
rallies, meetings and other campus events. 
The possibilities for getting involved with 
the NSU community and making long-
lasting friendships are endless, whether 
you are a residential or commuter student.
 I am a commuter freshman, and I don’t 
feel a desire to live on campus. I still meet 
new people everyday, and living at home 
lets me escape the stresses of college at 
the end of the day. Commuters like me 
can leave campus to relax and unwind, 
wherever and whenever they want. 
 College is designed for students to 
have unforgettable experiences, but if 
you’re broke, you can save money while 
still obtaining that social experience. You 
can enjoy the ride with the people around 
you, earn your degree and get your career 
started, all while saving money, living 
comfortably and avoiding hassles.
By: Stephen RaffertyBy: Destinee Hughes on campus living arrangements, and they 
specialize in making college dorms a safe and 
fun environment. Many students feel nervous 
about living on their own for the fi rst time, and 
RAs are there to help.
 Another factor which tends to steer 
students away from living on campus is the 
assumption that it cost billions of dollars. But 
according to NSU’s Offi ce of Financial Aid, 95 
percent of NSU students received some form 
of fi nancial aid in 2012. This, in turn, helped 
lower the overall cost of tuition and room and 
board fees. Residence hall rooms are not as 
pricey as some students may think, and living 
at home until graduation can be quite pricey 
for parents. Just because a parent’s funds don’t 
necessarily go directly to room and board, there 
are many other expenses — include bills for 
food, utilities and entertainment — required to 
create a comfortable living arrangement for a 
student.
 The most important reason of all to live 
on-campus is indepedence. The maturity you 
will have gained by graduation is incomparable 
to the dependence you show while at home. 
Worrying about curfews, having friends over to 
party or the other incessant rules parents may 
enforce don’t exist in a residence hall. 
 Living on campus not only helps you learn 
a lot about yourself but it allows you to show 
your parents that you are able to apply the life 
lessons that they have taught you. Consider 
living in a dorm as gift to yourself; after all, you 
can’t spell “Freedom” without the letters “D-O-
R-M”. 
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Why do you think college students cheat?On the Scene:
“Students don’t have time to do 
homework or they are just too lazy. 
Additionally, I have seen that students 
think they don’t need to study because 
the subject isn’t worth their time or isn’t 
going to help them in their future career.”
Tara Centeno, 
rst-year graduate student in College 
Student Aairs
“College students cheat 
because they want to pass but 
they do not have enough time 
to study. Some also have 
responsibilities, such as work, 
sports and organizations, which 
could cause stress on students 
and make them cheat.”
Tyresha Copper, 
senior psychology major
“Students are worried about 
doing badly in their classes, 
but they procrastinate and 
don’t manage their time and 
end up barely studying. “
Jean- Marie Tesdorpf, 
senior biology major
“School is a lot more competitive than 
before, and it is harder to maintain 
scholarships and grants. Students also 
spend most of their time on techno-
logical devices instead of studying.  
This, all combined, means that 
students will be more likely to cheat.”
Nicolle Pons , 
rst-year law student
“I think students cheat because they 
don’t prepare themselves. They party 
when they are supposed to study.  
The pressure to make good grades 
compounded with bad time 
management is a recipe for disaster. “
Sumyyah Abi, 
sophomore biology major
“They want to keep their GPAs up 
but, they don’t bother to study until 




“There is a lot of pressure on students from family 
and peers to do well in their studies. Also, since 
college students are paying for their education, 
they don’t want to have to retake courses and 
pay twice. This leads to college students needing 
to get ‘resourceful’ in order to succeed.”
Daphne Fux, 
senior education major
“I believe students cheat because life 
gets real and if they are not success-
ful with their grades, they will not get 
into the graduate school pertaining 









WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
All of our food is either baked or sauteed to order.
There is no microwave or deep fryer in our kitchen.
Jeff Cohen, chef & owner, opened Pizza Loft in 1975 at the age of 18, living in the back of the restaurant & working non-stop developing recipes & training employees. Jeff can 
still be found managing the dining room & cooking on the line almost every night. With one glance, you will see the passion he brings to the Pizza Loft every day. Several of the 
chefs & managers have been with Pizza Loft for more than a decade, which is unheard of in the restaurant industry. Jeff & the enire staff look forward to serving you.
DSS DSS DSS
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 He has more than 2 million hits 
on YouTube, but he is no celebrity 
— no amateur musician playing his 
guitar and singing love songs into 
the face of a computer screen. He 
made a confession. He is a murderer. 
 Matthew Cordle, 22, got drunk 
one night, drove into oncoming 
traffi c, and crashed into another 
car and posted a message of 
“awareness” for the world to see.
 His blood alcohol level was 
twice the legal limit in Ohio, yet 
he made the choice to drive home 
after getting wasted with his friends. 
He got on the highway and drove 
in the opposite direction when he 
struck Vincent Canzani, a navy 
  Miss America 
has not been outsourced
By: Faren Rajkumar
 We crowned our fi rst Indian-
American woman as Miss America 
last week, which really exemplifi es 
the shift in our nation’s population 
dynamics. An array of colors and 
cultures now comprise the 313.9 
million people who pledge allegiance 
to America, which is truly the most 
beautiful aspect of our country. But 
many citizens are less than thrilled 
about the event that has supposedly 
marred the Miss America pageant.
 Just minutes after the beautiful 
Nina Davuluri was crowned, 
the Twitter-sphere was fl ooded 
with ugly accusations about her 
race, yet another graceful public 
demonstration of America’s growing 
population of ignorant social media 
addicts — improper grammar and all.
 Some of the Tweets included 
“I am literarily soo mad right now 
a ARAB won #MissAmerica,” 
“Miss America? You mean Miss 
7-11,” and worst of all, “For Mrs. 
America’s talent...building a bomb 
in 15 seconds! An getting through 
Airport security in less than 30!”
 We can be sure that thousands 
of others chose not to complain 
online, but are probably still silently 
stewing in their indignation. I can 
understand the initial surprise; we 
are used to the winner looking and 
sounding a certain way, and Davuluri 
doesn’t exactly fi t the bill. But she is 
certainly not an Arab terrorist or gas 
station owner; she is of South Indian 
descent, born in New York. The 
outrage that she doesn’t represent 
our country because she is of Indian 
ethnicity is unfounded, because she 
is an American citizen like every 
other Miss America contestant. 
 Those who claim to be ill 
represented by her have never been 
more wrong. America is a melting 
pot of various ethnicities, religions 
and cultures, and according to the 
U.S. Census Bureau, our country 
will cease to have a white majority 
in 2043. I’m not sure if people 
fully understand what this means: 
the face of the nation won’t have 
blue eyes and blonde hair forever, 
and Davuluri’s crowning was just 
the symbolic beginning of change.
 The only people who have 
any real right to claim improper 
representation are Native Americans. 
Since the very fi rst pageant, not a 
single Native American woman has 
won the title, even though someone 
like a Cherokee or Sioux woman 
would technically fi t the title better 
than any other American beauties. 
After “the white man” claimed the 
New World as his own in 1492, the 
natives were bullied and mistreated, 
and now, they are clearly being 
misrepresented. Pale-skinned 
foreigners invaded their home 
and used up their resources; and 
now when modern-day foreigners 
also try to achieve success in a 
new land, they are greeted with 
hate. The irony saturating our 
national history is unbelievable.
 The Miss America pageant has 
really changed since the fi rst one 
in 1921. That year, there was no 
talent or questionnaire portion to 
assess if contestants had more than 
just good looks, and most notably, 
there were 50 Caucasian contestants. 
Only white women were permitted 
to enter, but because America’s 
population was predominantly white 
in that time, it was only fi tting that 
its female spokesperson, however 
ceremonial her role may be, was 
also white. But now, the U.S. is a 
land of minorities, so statistically 
speaking, it is likely that any elected 
representative, like Davuluri, 
might belong to a minority group.
 Haters can’t say she isn’t 
intelligent or pretty enough to 
wear the crown. She answered her 
question, posed by judge Carla Hall, 
with eloquence and poise. Hall asked 
Davuluri about her opinion on plastic 
surgery, in reference to former CBS 
news anchor Julie Chen’s recent 
admittance to surgically altering her 
“Asian eyes” to benefi t her career. 
Davuluri’s response was inspiring: 
“I don’t agree with plastic surgery 
… More importantly, I’ve always 
viewed Miss America as the girl 
next door. And Miss America is 
always evolving … I wouldn’t 
want to change someone’s looks. 
Be confi dent in who you are.”
 She addressed controversy with 
positive criticism, as Miss America 
should. Her fl awless physique is 
also not to be overlooked; jaws 
dropped everywhere when a 
stunning Davuluri strolled onstage 
in a zebra-striped bikini, fl aunting a 
fi gure many women have to create 
with silicone or extreme diets.
 Davuluri certainly deserves 
more credit for her looks and brains 
than she has received thus far; she 
graduated from the University of 
Michigan with a degree in brain 
behavior and cognitive science, 
aspires to become a cardiologist, 
like her father, and will be using her 
scholarship to fund her studies. She 
maintains strong ties to her Hindu 
faith and Indian culture, as she 
demonstrated through dance in the 
talent portion of the competition, but 
loves the country of her birth as much 
as the one of her ancestors. This what 
America is all about – capitalizing 
on the many opportunities available 
in the land of the free, but always 
remembering your family’s roots. 
Davuluri is clearly living the 
American dream that so many 
fi rst-generation citizens share.
 Because Davuluri is smart, 
gorgeous, talented and ambitious, 
the hatred must all be chalked up to 
old-school racism. Some Americans 
expect Miss America to be a blond-
haired, blue-eyed bombshell who can 
sing and looks great in a pink evening 
gown, or a tap-dancing brunette 
from a family of four who rode 
horses in her childhood. But neither 
of these would accurately embody 
the modern female American spirit.
 Davuluri was born in 
America, wants to become a doctor 
to help American citizens, and 
has volunteered to spend a year 
representing American females. I 
don’t recall anyone throwing a fi t 
when American-born women of 
Irish, German or Polish descent 
won the Miss America title, so 
an American-born woman of 
Indian descent is just as qualifi ed 
to wear the crown. Miss America 
2014 could have been Chinese, 
African, Brazilian or Indonesian. 
The important things to remember 
is that a woman can represent any 
of those nationalities and also 
be a devoted American citizen.
24 year old Nina Davuluri is the fi rst woman of Indian descent to win the Miss America pageant.
COURTESY OF ABCNEWS.GO.COM
Matthew Cordle pleaded guilty in court Sept. 18 for aggravated vehicular homicide after killing Vincent 
Canzani while drinking and driving.
COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM
veteran, a father — a human being. 
 Cordle describes how he killed “a 
man” and fails to say victim Canzani’s 
name until two minutes into the video. 
He said he “lost control” and “made 
a mistake.” We all make mistakes. 
Mixing light and dark laundry together 
is a mistake. Giving the wrong change 
to a cashier is a mistake. Getting 
into a car plastered, turning on the 
ignition, and driving in a daze and 
failing to understand the implications 
of drinking and driving is no mistake. 
 Maybe he wants to raise 
awareness for drunk driving. Or 
maybe, this will make him look good 
in court as he is being charged with 
aggravated vehicular homicide. He 
killed Canzani, 61, on June 22 and 
conveniently posted the video Sept. 
3 when his hearing was Sept. 18. 
He pleaded guilty after originally 
pleading not guilty. But, his intentions 
don’t sit well with me because they 
aren’t genuine. By sharing this 
video, almost three months after 
the tragic accident, he is asking for 
empathy and asking forgiveness 
for something that is unforgivable. 
 Do I feel badly? Yes, for the man 
who died because of another man’s 
recklessness. I feel badly for the family 
who grieves the loss of Canzani’s 
preventable death. More than anything, 
I’m ashamed that there are people in 
this world who don’t know their limits 
and never consider the consequences 
of their actions until it’s too late. No 
one can accept an apology when “I’m 
sorry” was never said in the fi rst place.

Help Wanted 
All students should contact the Oﬃ  ce of Student 
Employment located on the ﬁ rst ﬂ oor of the Horvitz 
building to apply for these positions (954.262.3380)
OFF 10: America Reads Tutor
Pay: $13.00/hr.
Hours: 10-25 hrs./week
Experience in working with children 
and a strong desire to help children 
read well in Broward County 
Elementary Schools.
OFF 36: America Counts Tutor
Pay: $13.00/hr.
Hours: 10-25 hrs./week
Help improve math skills of children in 
Broward County Elementary Schools.
HPD 001: Administrative Student 
Library Assistant
Pay: $9.50/hr. 
Hours: Up to 20 hours/week 
(Must be able to work nights and 
weekends)
Work at circulation desk - check in/
out books, study room keys, organize 
library materials, loading shelves.
HPD 011: Graduate Assistant
Pay: $11.00/hr.
Hours: 15-20 hrs./week
Requires Federal Work Study Award
 Manage email alias for department. 
Assist with coding of applications. 
Assist with sending correspondence. 
Other duties as assigned.
HPD 035: Clerical Assistant
Pay: $8.50/hr. 
Hours: 10-20 hrs./week
Word processing, photocopying, 
fi ling, and other general clerical 
support duties and functions.
HPD 114: Senior Student Assistant
Pay: $8.50/hr 
Hours: 20-25 hrs./week maximum 
(Available Tuesdays and Thursdays, 
afternoons and evenings when clinic 
is open)
Assist in various clerical duties that 
include typing, use of computer and/
or M.S. Offi ce programs. Other duties 
as assigned.
HPD 146: Student Assistant
Pay: $8.50/hr. 
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Data entry in Access database. Be able 
to reconcile multiple Excel reports 
and software program reports, update 
spreadsheets. Be able to manage large 
quantities of confi dential documents. 
Check in orders and ensure accuracy 
then distribute to correct department.
HPD 149: Student Assistant
Pay: $8.50/hr. 
Hours: 20 hrs./week
File records, answer phones, making 
photocopies, data entry. Special 
projects e.g. rotations, implant orders. 
Other duties as assigned.
HPD 158: Student Assistant
Pay: $8.00/hr. 
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Typing correspondence, collecting 
and distributing mail, photocopying, 
answering phone, meeting and 
greeting student and visitors..




Preparing reagents, performing cell 
cultures of various cells including 
cancer cells, maintaining the cells 
in culture, treating cells with drugs, 
preparing cell lysates for analysis and 
conducting gel electrophoresis and 
western blots.  This person would 
also be conducting enzyme assays, 
apoptosis assays, receptor binding 
assays and prepare reagents for 
making the assay kits.  Image mice, 
cells and other experimental subjects 
in the Night Owl imaging system, 
perform imaging using microscope 
imaging system.  Generate, analyze 
and interpret date from images.
HPD 182: Student Assistant
Pay: $8.50/hr. 
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Type accreditation documents. Create 
graphic interfaces. Type reports for site 
visits. Create spreadsheets and charts. 
Copy and scan documents. Work with 
departmental deans on other projects.
HPD 191: Student Assistant
Pay: $8.50/hr. 
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Requires Federal Work Study Award
Take messages, copying, faxing, 
fi ling, data entry. Create patient fi les, 
type letters. Create spreadsheets and 
scan documents. Assist department 
supervisor. Other duties as assigned.




Requires Federal Work Study award
Data entry, design promotional 
materials.  Write articles for newsletters. 
Act as student ambassadors in IDEP 
strategy sessions.   Assist in generating 
training materials.
HPD 201: Student Assistant
Pay: $8.50/hr. 
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Take messages, copying, faxing, scan 
documents, fi ling, data entry. Create 
patient fi les, type letters. Create 
spreadsheets and scan documents. 
Assist department supervisor in day to 
day activities. Other duties as assigned.
042: Senior Student Assistant
Pay: $9.00/hr. 
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Assisting the Dean’s offi ce with 
various clerical duties including 
typing, word processing, copying, 
fi ling, etc. Answer phones, take 
accurate messages, route calls, respond 
courteously and professionally to 
routine inquiries. Assist with special 
projects.  Other duties as assigned.
054: Lab Monitor
Pay: $8.00/hr. 
Hours: Up to 20 hrs./week
Assist students & faculty with 
computer related problems in the 
microcomputer lab.
063: Ofﬁ ce Assistant
Pay: $8.75/hr.
Hours: 20 hrs/week
Answer phones, assist students and 
staff, photocopying, fi ling, typing 
memos, deliver materials to other 
departments.
064: Graduate Student Assistant/
Testing Asst.
Pay: $10.75 / hr.
Hours: 14-17 hours/week
Provide assistance and clerical support 
to the offi ce.  Duties include: mastery 
of the testing database, check in and 
out of exams for faculty.  Proctoring 
and confi dential handling of exams. 
Answer phones, respond to inquiries. 
Schedule appointments schedule 
appointments, fi le exams.  Replenish, 
restock, and prepare rooms for next 
day usage.  Other duties as assigned.
068: Graduate Student Assistant
Pay: $11/hr. 
Hours: 15-25 hrs./week 
Requires Federal Work Study Award
Assist coordinator with various on-
going projects within the department.
165: Lifeguard
Pay: $9.00/hr. 
Hours: Available 7:00a.m.- 8:00 
p.m.
Prevent accidents through the 
enforcement of policies, rules, 
regulation, and the conduct of persons 
using the pool, saunas, and spa. 
Additional duties include scrub pool 
gutters, heavy vacuum and hosing 
deck.
224: Intramurals Sports Ofﬁ cial
Pay: $8.00/hr. 
Hours: Mon -Thur 5:30 p.m. - 11 
p.m. and occasional weekends
Offi ciate intramural sports based 
on rules and regulations as set forth 
by Campus Recreation. Ensure that 
teams/individuals follow rules and 
regulations. Provide all intramural 
participants with superior customer 
service. Remain visible and on post at 
all times.
374: Field Operations Assistant
Pay: $8.00/hr 
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Assist the Operations Coordinator 
by ensuring fi elds and facilities are 
prepared for home games and events. 
Act as a troubleshooter at events by 




Hours: 20-25 hrs./week (individual 
schedules vary) Some Saturdays 
may be required.
Conduct campus tours to prospective 
students and their families. Other 
duties include data entry. Answer 
incoming phone calls. Participate in 
special events and Tele-counseling.
423: Section Editor
Pay: $9.00/hr. 
Hours: 20 hrs./week - may require 
weekend and evening hours
Oversee the assignment and 
production of specifi c section in the 
University student-run newspaper. Job 
functions include but are not limited 
to determining stories for a specifi c 
section, editing all copy for the section 
before submitting to Managing Editor.
500: Phonathon Worker
Pay: $9.00/hr. 
Hours: 10-15 hrs. 5:30 p.m.- 9:00 
p.m. Mon-Fri, End of August-
December
Call alumni from all over the country 
to update their information. Let our 
alumni know about new developments 
at NSU and ask for support of NSU 




Assists in the installation of networking 
equipment.  Assists in trouble-shooting 
network outages.  Gather and compile 
information for special projects.
506: Videoconferencing Technician
Pay: $8.00/hr. 
Hours: 20 hrs./week (shifts 
available: M-F between 7:30 am.-
10:00 p.m., Sat. & Sun. between 
7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.)
Provide basic level technical support 
services to the students, faculty, and 
staff in the use and maintenance of 
technology resources provided by the 
university, including but not limited to 
videoconferencing classrooms, smart 
classrooms, electronic classrooms, 
peripheral technology, and all other 
University facilities on campus or off 
as required. Provide offi ce support 
answering telephones, monitoring 
videoconferencing bridge connections, 
perform data entry, and provide 
detailed daily reports on technical 
support provided at the end of each 




Plan content for and schedule airings 
of Information Exchange. Arrange 
and conduct interview for Information 
Exchange. Edit interview and produce 
the fi nal on-air product.  Maintain 
contact with community organizations 
and their representatives for ongoing 
programming/production. Develop, 
script and produce informational 
junkets for NSU schools, centers, 
and programs in consultation 
with appropriate center personnel. 
Participate in community service, 
promotional and business activities 
concerning the station. Attend disc 
jockey and staff meetings. Must 
have been trained as a disc jockey, 
maintain at least one on-air shift per 
week, fi ll in as a substitute disc jockey 
when needed. Train and evaluate disc 
jockeys. Be able to operate the remote 
equipment. Be responsible for turning 
off the FM transmitter on assigned 
nights.
679: Senior Student Assistant
Pay: $9.00/hr.
Hours: 25 hours per week
Provide clerical support and 
administrative assistance to the 
various administrators.




Reports to Cataloging Librarian. 
Check library’s catalog for possible 
duplication of new material.  Select 
entries that match new materials 
received in the department using 
OCLC database.  Download records 
into library’s online public access 
database.  Prepare book labels for 
each item cataloged.  Assist in special 
projects, such as re-cataloging and 
reclassifi cation of materials.
711: Student Scholarship Assistant
Pay: $9.00-$12.00/hr. 
Hours: 20 hrs./week
Update and maintain database, review, 
edit and write scholarship questions, 
assist in mailings both electronic and 
paper, assist in preparing presentations, 





Assist department by reviewing 
records for accuracy. Modify 
spreadsheets.  Research and update 
record information. Retrieve, print 
and prepare documents for processing. 
Photocopying, sorting, fi ling, mailing, 
and other duties as assigned.
726: Ofﬁ ce Assistant
Pay: $8.00/hr. 
Hours: 15-20 hrs./week.
Offi ce duties to include typing, 
supply ordering, photocopying, taking 
messages, fi ling, etc. Assist with 
cash management of sales. Act as a 
resource person, directing patrons, 
etc.  Schedule and fulfi ll requests for 
conference rooms and events. Create 
bulletin board displays. Provide 
coverage for Flight Deck when 
needed.  May be required to assist with 
inventory maintenance of stock and 
equipment. Other duties as assigned 
by Student Union senior staff.




Greet and relate to all visitors. Direct 
NSU students, visitors and employees 
to various NSU departments for 
assistance as appropriate. Manage 
the designated phone line and online 
reservation forms for the Shark 
Shuttle Airport program, send out 
confi rmation emails and make 
confi rmation phone calls 24 hours 
after receiving requests. Direct traffi c 
to the appropriate departments. 
Schedule, set-up and maintain meeting 
rooms and patio area. Daily light 
maintenance of reception and meeting 
room areas. More detailed description 
and other duties to be provided from 
department. Other duties as assigned.
